The Relax® Far Infrared Lie-Down Sauna is the only lie down sauna that uses patented semiconductor chips. And it was made to fit on a massage Table! The Purity and intensity of the Relax Lie Down Sauna is unparalleled. It is very easy to travel with, and folds as shown in the traveling carry bag below.

What makes a Far Infrared Sauna effective is the exactness (purity) of the invisible light energy that is emitted by the generator of the FIR energy. ONLY the relax Sauna uses patented semiconductor chips that actually emit 95% - 100% pure Far Infrared Light. Most of the so-called FIR saunas have a lot of Near infrared energy mixed in, which does cannot be absorbed by the body, and that is why they take so long. You can FEEL the Difference with The Relax Sauna. A great Sweat can be yours with the Relax Sauna in only 20-30 minutes.